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The average American is bombarded with 3,000 ads every day. Assuming a waking day of 17 hours
Obviously, it hasn’t always been like this. Newspaper advertising didn’t begin until the mid-1600s, c
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ered another early implementation. Now shrink the audiovisual processing components involved. connect them to the
Internet with wireless and wear it routinely because it gives
you access to so many more levels of information so much
more quickly. Think the advertisers will want a piece of
that? You bet they will.
Take a walk down augmented Main Street.
A clothing store registers the RFID tags embedded in
your clothing (which were originally put there to make the
inventory proce ss more effic ient.) The store matches your

ensemble to a series of database models which gauge your
demograph ic and economic status. Based on this. (and possibly other personal data which you may or may not have
chose n to broadcast) the servers generate a tailor-made ad

which is transmitted for your eyes and ears only. It beckons
you to come inside and tryon their latest line ofjac kets (in a
style assesse d as having a 93.4 percent likelihood of appea ling to you.)
Or you're an arc hitecture major. visiting Chicago for the
first time. You spot a build ing you recogn ize as being of the
Chicago School but are n't sure of the architect. You bring up
an inform at ional overlay and read that it was built by Wil·
liam Le Baron Jenney in 1889. Upping the data level, you
see a three- dimensional floor plan. You toggle off the "space
for lease" offers and a solicitation for a donation to the local
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histor ical preservat ion society so that you can focus on the
structural elements and some recent renovation work. After

a few minutes of admiring the innovations of the period,
you sw itch off the overlay and continue on your way.
The possibilities for augmented real ity are endless. but
all this functionality will come with a price. Inevitably,
advertisers of every ilk are going to want access to you.
Over t banner ads, sophistieated e-fantasies, viral pyramid
schemes, subtle wh isperings - they 're all going to be vyi ng
for your atte ntion. Cons tantly. Left uncheeked, you wou ld
potentially be open to such a continual stream of unwanted
offers and banter that it would be impossible to function.
This will make it vital that we create personal filters whieh
allow only the data you want to get through. Thes e would be
similar to the spam and virus filters of today, but far more
intelligent and user modifiable.
Augmented reality is j ust one examp le of a comi ng
medium the influence pedd lers will seek to use for their own
ends. Virt ual reality, telepresenee, directed audio systems,
scent generators and e-textiles are but a few of the developing technologies they'll undoubtedly want to exploit. No
doubt there will be many others based on med iums that
haven't even been conceived yet. O nly one thing's for certain: The world's going to be seeing and hearing and smelling and feeling a lot more advertising in the years to come.
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